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Abstract  
 

The objective of this paper is to classify the query by 

using Query-Query Semantic Similarity algorithm 

(QQSSA). This can be achieved by term based 

expansion of the query, generating and identifying the 

strong concepts and use of information on type of 

relationships between the query and concept for the 

clustering of the query. This can used for the domain 

specific categorization of different queries and hence 

can achieve better information retrieval. 

 

1. Introduction  
Many search engine companies are interested in 

providing commercial services in response to user 

queries, including targeted advertisement, product  

reviews or any other value added services such as 

banking and transportation .The queries that user 

submit to search  engine are usually short string 

composed of several words which are very short and 

inexplicit. It has become an important research topic to 

correctly identify the categories of user queries.  

 Retrieving documents in response to a user 

query is the most common text retrieval task. For this 

reason, most of the text similarity measures that have 

been developed take as input a query and retrieve 

matching documents [13].  However, a growing 

number of  tasks,  especially  those  related  to  web  

search  technologies,  rely  on  accurately computing  

the  similarity  between  two  very  short  segments  of  

text. Example tasks include query reformulation 

(query-query similarity), sponsored search (query - 

keyword similarity), and image retrieval (query-image 

caption similarity), web search based document 

retrieval (query - document similarity). 

   If  the query and document do not have any  

terms  in common,  then  they receive a very  low 

similarity  score,  regardless of how  topically  related  

they actually are. This is well known as the vocabulary 

mismatch problem. This problem is only exacerbated if 

we attempt to use these measures to compute the 

similarity of two short segments of text.  For example, 

“USA” and “United States of America” are 

semantically equivalent, yet share no terms in common.  

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

In Sect. 2, some of the existing techniques related to 

query recommendations and also focuses on different 

similarity measures like query-query similarity and 

query-document similarity. In Sect 3, we discuss about 

the different query expansion techniques and query 

classification techniques. In sec.4, we are proposing an 

algorithm named Query-Query Semantic Based 

Similarity Algorithm (QQSSA). This algorithm works 

on a new approach it filters out part of speech and 

breaks the long Query into small words and filters all 

possible preposition, conjunction, article, special 

characters and other sentence delimiters from the 

query. And then expand the query into logically similar 

word (same sense) to form the collection of similar 

words. Construct the Hyponym Tree for query1 and 

query2. And based upon some distance measure we 

classify the query. In Sect. 5, various experimental 

results are presented to demonstrate the domain specific 

query categorisation. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the 

paper. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
Most of the existing query-recommendation methods 

use the similarity measures obtained by mining. Some 

of the important characteristics which are used by 

different query recommendation techniques for 

measuring query similarity. 

(i) the query terms 

(ii) the clicked documents 

(iii) the user sessions containing the queries.  

(a) Query Recommendations using Clicked 

Documents 
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Baeza-Yates et al. propose a measure of query 

similarity and use it to build methods for query 

expansion [6]. Their technique is based on a term-

weight vector representation of queries, obtained from 

the aggregation of the term-weight 

Vectors of the URLs clicked after the query. Wen et al. 

also present a clustering method for query 

recommendation [7]. 

(b) Query Recommendations using Query 

Reformulations 

 Fonseca et al. propose a query 

recommendation system based on association rules [8]. 

Zhang and Nasraoui, attempts to extract information 

from the query log who represent each user session by 

a complete graph where consecutive queries are 

connected with an edge of a predefined weight d [9]. 

Non-consecutive queries are connected by an edge 

weighted with the product of the weights on the walk 

connecting them. 

(c) Query Recommendations using Query Templates 

 Idan Szpektor et. al. introduces with concepts 

of rules between query templates and the query-

template flow graph as an abstraction and a 

generalization approach for relations between 

queries[5]. Their novel approach is useful for 

addressing the long tail of rare or previously unseen 

queries in various search-related tasks. 

 Query expansion is a common technique used 

to convert an initial, typically short, query into a richer 

representation of the information need [1,2,3,4]. This is 

accomplished by adding terms that are likely to appear 

in relevant or pseudo relevant documents to the original 

query representation. With query expansion, the user is 

guided to formulate queries which enable useful results 

is obtained. The main aim of query expansion (also 

known as query augmentation) is add new meaningful 

terms to the initial query. This process of adding terms 

can either be manual, automatic or user-assisted. 

Manual query expansion relies on user expertise to 

make decisions on which terms to include in the new 

query. 

 The work based on Term Based Query 

Expansion chooses expansion terms from past user 

queries directly, rather than using them to construct 

sets of full text documents from which terms are then 

selected. The method consists of three phases: 

ranking the original query against the collection of 

documents; extracting additional query terms from 

the highly ranked items; then ranking the new query 

against the collection. Another suggested method for 

finding relations between queries and phrases of 

documents based on query logs. They use the 

hypothesis that click through information available on 

search engine logs represents an evidence of relation 

between queries and documents chosen to be visited 

by users. This evidence is called cross-reference of 

documents. Based on this evidence, the authors 

establish relationships between queries and phrases 

that occur in the documents chosen. These 

relationships are then used to expand the initial query 

or to give query suggestions. This approach can also 

be used to cluster queries extracted from log files. 

These clusters are used in question answering systems 

to find similar queries. 

 Dou Shen et.al proposes a novel solution for 

classifying Web queries into a set of target categories, 

where the queries are very short and there are no 

training data [12]. In our solution, an intermediate 

taxonomy is used to train classifiers bridging the 

queries and target categories so that there is no needto 

collect the training data. 

 Mingxia Gao et.al proposes a concept weight 

vector algorithm which takes into consideration the 

semantic structure of Ontology information [13]. The 

algorithm parses input information and preliminary 

results are based on keywords into set of concepts and 

it then builds weight vector according to influence of 

set of concepts on whole Ontology semantic. At last it 

deals with corresponding weight vectors as resultant 

vectors according to concepts matching. The resultant 

vector‟s sum will be seen as measure value in order to 

filter irrelevance Ontologies and order remainder 

Ontologies.   

3. SOME DEFINITION 

3.1. QUERY EXPANSION  

 Query expansion (QE) is thus the process of 

reformulating a seed query to improve retrieval 

performance in information retrieval operations. 

Query expansion involves techniques such as:  

 Finding synonyms of words, and 

searching for synonyms 

 Finding all the various morphological 

forms of words by stemming each word in 

the search query 

 Fixing spelling errors and automatically 

searching for the corrected form or 

suggesting it in the results 

 Re-weighting the terms in the original 

query 

  The most popular types of Query 

 Expansion are classified in the following 

 broad categories as follows: 

3.1.1. CONCEPT BASED QUERY EXPANSION 

  In concept based query expansion, 

concepts are extracted by analyzing and locating 
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cycles in a special type of query relations graph. This 

is a directed graph built from query relations mined 

using association rules [3,4]. The concepts related to 

the current query are then shown to the user who 

selects the one concept that he interprets is most 

related to his query. This concept is used to expand 

the original query and the expanded query is being 

processed instead of the original query. The use of 

association rules to mine query relations, the building 

of a query relations graph for identifying strong 

concepts (or entities), the use of information on the 

type of relation between a query and a concept 

selected to improve retrieval, and the fact that all 

feedback the user has to provide is simple and 

intuitive. Once we have identified a set of concepts 

related to the user query, it is important to determine 

which concept better satisfies the user information 

need. It is also important for the user to select the 

concept that better suites his information need at the 

moment. 

 

3.1.2. TERM BASED QUERY EXPANSION 

 In Term Based Query Expansion is done by 

selecting those terms that are related to the query 

terms and help in increasing retrieval efficiency 

[1]. Such terms might be synonyms, stemming 

variations, terms that co-occur with query terms or 

terms which are close to query terms on text. The 

process involves the following steps as follows: 

(1) Term Selection 

(2) Construction of Thesaurus 

(3) Term Weightage 

Some of the important criteria for term 

selection include:  Simple use of co-occurrence 

data, Document classification, and syntactic 

context and Relevance feedback.   

 

3.1.3. ONTOLOGY BASED QUERY 

EXPANSION 

 In Ontology Based Query Expansion, we 

obtain term suggestions from the knowledge 

model in contrast to the relevance feedback model 

which rely on having a reasonable set of relevant 

documents from which to suggest suitable terms 

[2]. With the ontology-based query expansion 

approach, sample size is not needed. The newly 

suggested terms still need to have weightings 

attached for the ranking algorithm. 

 Ontology Based Query Expansion is based on 

getting information from a community of users 

who share the same interest as the searcher and an 

ontology is usually a „collective‟ representation of 

a domain which has been derived from a 

community of domain-specialist users. 

3.2. QUERY CLASSIFICATION 

 The aim of query classification is to classify a 

user query Qi  into a list of n categories ci1,   ci2, 

…cin,where cij selected from set of N categories {ci1, 

ci2,….cin} [10]. Among the output ci1 is ranked higher 

than ci2  and ci2 higher than ci3  and so on. The queries 

are collected from real search engines submitted by 

Web users. The meaning and intension of the queries 

are subjective. 

 Typically, Web users submit a short Web 

query consisting of a few words to search engines. 

Because these queries are short and ambiguous, how to 

interpret the queries in terms of a set of target 

categories
[2]

 has become a major research issue. The 

query classification problem is not as well-formed as 

other classification problem such as text classification. 

The difficulties include short and ambiguous queries 

and lack of appropriate training data 

3.2.1. QUERY CLASSIFICATION BY 

CATEGORY 

 The query classification problem can be 

converted to a traditional text classification problem by 

finding some training data online for each category in 

the target taxonomy. Our method of collecting the 

training data is by finding documents in certain 

intermediate taxonomies that are found online. To do 

so, they need to construct mapping functions between 

the intermediate categories and the target categories. 

Given a certain category in an intermediate taxonomy, 

 We say that it is directly mapped to a target 

category if and only if the following condition is 

satisfied: one or more terms in each node along the path 

in the target category appear along the path 

corresponding to the matched intermediate category. 

For example, the intermediate category 

“Computers\Hardware /Storage” is directly mapped to 

the target category “Computers\Hardware” since the 

words “Computers” and “Hardware” both appear along 

the path Computers → Hardware → Storage as shown 

in Figure . They call this matching method direct 

matching. 

 After constructing the above mapping 

functions by exact word matching, we may still miss a 

large number of mappings. To obtain a more complete 

mapping function, we expand the words in the labels of 

the target taxonomy through a thesaurus such as the 

WordNet [14].  

Some solutions require human intervention in the 

mapping process [15]. For example, the keyword 

“Hardware” is extended to “Hardware & Devices & 

Equipments”. Then an intermediate category such as 
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“Computers\Devices” can now be mapped to 

“Computers\Hardware”. This matching method is 

called extended matching. 

 
3.2.2. QUERY CLASSIFICATION BY BRIDGES 

 Taxonomy-Bridging Algorithm new QC 

approach called taxonomy bridging classifier, or 

bridging classifier in short, by which we connect the 

target taxonomy and queries by taking an intermediate 

taxonomy as a bridge [11]. The idea is illustrated in 

Figure , where two vertical lines separate the space into 

three parts. The square in the left part denotes the 

queries to be classified; the tree in the right part 

represents the target taxonomy; the tree in the middle 

part is an existing intermediate taxonomy. The 

thickness of the dotted lines reflects the similarly 

relationship between two nodes. For example, we can 

see that the relationship between C
T 

i and C
I
j is much 

stronger than that between C
T

i and C
I
k 

. Given a category C
T

i in the target taxonomy and a 

query to be classified qk, they can judge the similarity 

between them by the distributions of their relationship 

to the categories in the intermediate taxonomy. 

 

 

Figure 3: Illustrate of the Bridging Classifier 

 

In order to improve search precision by semantic 

analysis the paper proposes concepts-weights vectors 

matching algorithm (CWVMA). The algorithm firstly 

parses input messages and preliminary keywords based 

results into concepts sets. Then it decides matching rule 

according to influence of concepts set on Ontology 

semantic and creates weight vector by matching rule. 

At last it obtains result vector as foundation of measure 

similarity between input messages and preliminary 

results. . 

3.2.3. QUERY CLASSIFICATION BY CONCEPT   

          WEIGHT VECTORS 

 

Concepts--weight vectors matching algorithm [12] 

Definition 1 (weight vector): An Ontology is made up 

of multiple terms (which are called concepts) that are 

related and constrained by various structural 

frameworks. Ontology of n concepts is mapped into the 

vector ( r1 ,r2 ,...,rn ) by matching rule, 

 ri ∈ [0 ,1 ]  . The value of  r
i
 denotes the influence of 

the i
th

 concept on whole Ontology semantic and is 

decided by matching rule. The vector ( r1 ,r2 ,...,rn ) is 

called weight vector. 

Definition 2 (concepts--weights vectors): Concepts 

set (C1 ,C2 ,...,Cn ) , where  

Ci is the i
th

 concept of the Ontology, and corresponding 

weight vector ( r1 ,r2 ,...,rn ) 

are named concepts--- weights vectors together.  

Definition 3 (benchmark Ontology): Given an 

Ontology, it is a standard by which other Ontology can 

be measured or judged.  

Definition 4 (evaluating Ontology): An Ontology that 

needs to compare with benchmark Ontology. 

The basic idea of the algorithm is to estimate semantic 

similarity between the input message and preliminary 

keywords based results (They are regarded as 

benchmark Ontology and evaluating Ontologies 

respectively). The algorithm is the following. 

 

Concepts-weights vectors matching algorithm 

 

Input: benchmark Ontology:Ontology1,evaluating 

Ontology:Ontology2 

Output: result vector ( R1 ,R2 ,...,R m)  

parse Ontology1 and Ontology2 into ( I1 ,I2 ,..,Im ) and 

(C1 ,C2 ,...,Cn ) ; 

create corresponding weight vectors ( t 1,t2 ,...,t m) 1 2 m 

and ( r 1,r2 ,...,r n) by matching rules; 

 

for all  Ii  in ( I1 ,I2 ,..,Im ) do  

compare  Ii with Cj in (C1 ,C2 ,...,Cn ) ; 

if  Ii =  Cj then Ri = ti × rj ; 

else Ri = 0 ; 

end if 

end for 
output result vector ( R1 ,R2 ,...,Rm ) . 
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Ri in result vector ( R1 ,R2,...,R m)  can express semantic 

similarity between some concept of evaluating 

Ontology and the i
th 

concept in benchmark Ontology.  

Sum of result vector ( R1 ,R2,...,Rm ) , that is m    i, 

can denote semantic similarity between evaluating 

Ontology and benchmark Ontology. So it can be seen 

as value of similarity between evaluating Ontology and 

benchmark Ontology. For example: Two Ontology 

snippets are the following: They are parsed into 

concepts sets (food, fruit, apples) and (food, fruit-

Vegetables, meats, fruit, apples). Weight vectors 

acquired by the distance-root rule are 

(1,0.75,0.5)and(1,0.75,0.75,0.5,0.25)respectively. 

 We account result vector (1, 0.75*0.5, 0.5*0.25) by the 

above algorithm. The result indicates similarity 

between “food” in Ontology 2 (evaluating Ontology) 

 

For example: Two Ontology snippets are the 

following

 
4. PROPOSED WORK 

  Our Proposed work is to develop an 

algorithm for query-query similarity by expansion 

of the query for all possible senses. We learn our 

system by using of machine learning techniques 

for set of queries and use folding and naive 

Bayesian classifier for the pre-processing and 

training of the system for set of queries. In our 

algorithm, we use semantic distance measures of 

Wordnet to compute the query similarity. We 

name this algorithm as Query-Query Semantic 

Based Similarity Algorithm (QQSSA) .  

Pseudo code of the algorithm is as follows: 

Input -    two user defined query Q1and Q2 

 

Output - Similarity Measure based on semantic       

              distance. 

Assumption: 

(1) pos - parts of speech 

(2) dis – semantic distance measures 

(3) BestPos – Best possible parts of speech 

(4) AvgDis – Average semantic distance measures  

(5) T1,T2,T3.........Tn  –  n
 
number of conceptual terms 

(6) t1,t2,t3....tn - n number of conceptual terms. 

(7) S1,S2,S3..Sn – n number of expanded terms forming  

                           Synset of  Query Q1 

(8) s1,s2,s3..sn – n number of expanded terms forming  

                        synset of Query Q2 

 

Function: 

1. getpos(): returns best possible parts of speech in  

                      the above case returns common noun 

2. getdis():  returns the semantic distance value based  

                      on taxonomical shortest path 

3. getBestPos():Finds the most-common part-of-speech  

                          for the word, according to its polysemy                            

                          count, returning the pos for the version   

                          of the word with the most different 

                          senses. single-char String for the most              

                          common part of speech ("a"=adjective, 

                          "n" = noun, "r" = adverb, "v" = verb),                  

                          or null if not found. 

 

4. getCommonPararent(): Returns String[] of Common  

                                         Parents for 1st senses of  

                                         words with specific „pos‟ or  

                                         null if not found. 

                                       

5. getDistance() - Returns the min distance between any  

                             two senses for the 2 words in the     

                             wordnet tree(result normalized to 0-1            

                with specific pos, or 1.0 if  if either is 

                 not found.                

                            

Algorithm- 

(1) Obtain the user defined query from the input. 

(2) Break the given user query into smaller                              

 possible set of term of words  

 Q1(T1,T2,T3,T4) and Q2(t1,t2,t3,t4). 

(3) Filter the terms by removing all possible  

      preposition, conjunction, article, special   

      characters and other sentence delimiters. 

(4) Expand the query into logically similar word   

 (same sense) to form the synset (collection  

      of similar words). 

(5) Obtain length of synsets (similar words) of the 

 two user defined query. 

(6) Construct the Hypernym Tree for query1 and 

 query2. 
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(7) for all terms in synsets of  Query 1  

        for all terms in synsets of  Query 2  

           pos = getBestpos(query1) 

           dis = getDistance(query1, query2,pos) 

           parent = getCommonParent(query1, query2 

       ,pos) 

           if(parents is not null) 

         output the parents. 

           endif  

        end for 

     end for 

(8) Construct the matrix for the relationship    

 between the elements 

  

      Elements of synset of Q1(S1,S2,S3). 

 Elements of synset of Q2(s1,s2) 

 Semantic Distance is stored in matrix. 

    

   Query1 

Query2  

(9) Compute the average distance measure of   

 synsets in query 1 with respect to synsets in 

 query2. For instance, average distance 

 between query1 and query2      

 avgDist=

 

 (10) If avgDist is less than threshold and avgDist 

    is not zero 

          Output Query are nearly similar. 

         Else if avgDist is zero 

          Output Query are similar. 

    Else 

          Ouput Query are not similar. 

  

         EndIf 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

  We applied the above algorithm for 

15000 queries, where each of the queries contains 

nearly average of 3-4 terms respectively. We had 

conducted simulation in order to evaluate our 

Query-Query Semantic Similarity Algorithm 

(QQSSA). After several simulation runs, it was 

found that for different queries which were 

relatively similar to each other had their semantic 

distance between the range of 0.8 to 1 and based 

on the semantic distance, we construct the domain 

specific ontology for each of the query terms. Few 

results of our approach are tabulated in the below 

table 

Table 1: Query Classification and Clustering   

based on Semantic Distance. 

Domain Query Semantic 

Distance 

Animal Animal 1.0 

Dog 0.7905864 

Cat 0.7482143 

Pig 0.6732027 

Goat 0.7591037 

Bird Bird 1.0 

Parrot 0.9166667 

Hen 0.9333334 

Owl 0.8461539 

Pigeon 0.8201059 

Education Education 1.0 

Examination 0.6558296 

School 0.8777345 

Course 0.8834657 

Class 0.8465459 

History History 1.0 

Etymology 0.909091 

Past 0.875 

Life 0.8717825 

Recital 0.9 

 

The query terms with semantic distance of 1.0 indicates 

that they are similar  and those with semantic distance 

of 0.0 indicates that they are dissimilar. 
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Table 2: Domain Categorization based on Semantic 

Distance using our proposed algorithm & Latent 

Semantic Analysis  (LSA) for query “Biography” 

User-query Domain Proposed 

Algorithm 

 

LSA 

Biography Animal 0.1661 0.00 

Bird 0.1024 0.00 

Education 0.4238 0.03 

History 0.8999 0.32 

 

Suppose the user fires a new query to the system say 

for instance “Biography” for which the domain is 

unknown. After applying our algorithm, we compute 

the semantic distance for determining the domain of the 

query. The greater is the semantic distance, greater is 

the semantic similarity. Hence after applying our 

algorithm, we find semantic distance of “Biography” 

with respect to domain “History” is 0.8999999 whereas 

LSA gives similarity result of 0.32 and thus we 

conclude that “Biography” belongs to the domain 

“History”. 

Table 3: Domain Categorization based on Semantic 

Distance using our proposed algorithm & Latent 

Semantic Analysis (LSA) for query “Predator”  

User-query Domain Proposed 

Algorithm 

 

LSA 

Predator Animal 0.9166 0.49 

Bird 0.7236 0.03 

Education 0.1739 0.01 

History 0.2666 0.06 

 

Hence after applying our algorithm, we find semantic 

distance of “Predator” with respect to domain “Animal” 

is 0.9166 whereas LSA gives similarity result of 0.49 

and thus we conclude that “Predator” belongs to the 

domain “Animal”. 

Table 4: Domain Categorization based on Semantic 

Distance using our proposed algorithm & Latent 

Semantic Analysis (LSA) for query “Assignment” 

 

User-query Domain Proposed 

Algorithm 

 

LSA 

Assignment Animal 0.4166 0.02 

Bird 0.5365 0.00 

Education 0.6636 0.01 

History 0.5894 0.11 

 

Hence after applying our algorithm, we find semantic 

distance of “Assignment” with respect to domain 

“Education” is 0.6636 whereas LSA gives similarity 

result of 0.01 and thus we conclude that “Assignment” 

belongs to the domain “Education”. 

Table 5. Domain Categorization based on Semantic 

Distance using our proposed algorithm & Latent 

Semantic Analysis (LSA) for query “Poultry” 

User-query Domain Proposed 

Algorithm 

 

LSA 

Poultry Animal 0.738 0.1 

Bird 0.9069 0.09 

Education 0.5312 0.01 

History 0.4716 0.03 

 

After applying our algorithm, we find semantic 

distance of “Poultry” with respect to domain “Bird” is 

0.9069 whereas LSA gives similarity result of 0.09 and 

thus we conclude that “Poultry” belongs to the domain 

“Bird”. 
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 Hence this approach can be very useful in the 

construction of a domain specific ontology and hence 

improve the information retrieval from large datasets. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 From series of simulation, we conclude that 

the queries with semantic distance between the 

range of 0.8 to 1.0 can be clustered together to 

form a sub-domain of the given domain. In case 

the domain is unavailable, the seed query can be 

used to create the domain. Subsequent queries 

with semantic distance between the range of 0.8 to 

1.0 can be again clustered together to form a new 

sub-domain. Our proposed algorithm can be used 

in the process of query expansion to compute 

query-query similarity and grouping the similar 

queries into a cluster based on user log based 

analysis for domain or ontology specific query 

categorisation. Hence it can be used by search 

engine for generating nearly accurate results. 
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